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INTRODUCTION

General Aviation (GA) includes the largest number of aircraft, pilots,
operations, miles flown, accidents, and fatalities in the air traffic sys-
tem (ref. I). It ranges from single-pilot, single-engine, private airplanes '_,
to multi-crew, multi-engine corporate airplanes to helicopters and sail- _I

planes. A particular example is the snlall private airplane which is operated ]i
:..:_:!.'I in the sanle weather conditions and under the same air traffic control (ATC) '_

_!_::ilj.I - rules as commercial aircraft, but which has less sophisticated avionics :
' and a single pilot with a high workload and perhaps limited proficiency in

'7:_:._ IFR operations.
......!/,

Recognizing the size and importance of the GA community, NASAhas a
continuing emphasis on GA, including aerodynamics, avionics, and flight
management. An objecti.ve of the research is to decrease the pilot's work-
load and increase the safety of and capability for IFR flight operations. A
useful research tool is the Langley general aviation simulation facility,
which can simulate a single-pilot IFR mission scenario from takeoff to
landing.

In a recent study pilots flew a series of basic flight maneuvers in
the simulator, while control inputs and state variables were recorded. In
addition, an oculometer (ref. 2) was used to measure and record the pilot's
lookpoint during simulated instrunlent flight. The objective of the study
was to obtain data for refining a time/motion analysis model of single--pilot
IFR flight (ref. 3), and also to provide a baseline for comparing reslllts
from later studies of advanced avionics.

I This report explores the pilot visual scanning behavior during the
simulation, and suggests areas for fu._the_ study in cockpit instrumentation
and visual scanning measurements.

.... i SYMBOLSANDABBREVIATIONS

,1 Symbols

u mean of normal distribution approxi,lating duty cycle distribution

i,l
.}S _ standard deviation of normal distribution approxi,lating duty cycledistribution, dimensionless



:,_:_, x2 chi-square value computed in goodness-of-fit test, dimensionless

2 2
X.o5 critical value of x at .05 significance level

Abbreviations

GA GeneralAviation

IFR Instrumentflightrules ,_
u

ILS Instrumentlandingsystem

VLDS Visual landingdisplaysystem

VOR Very high frequencyomnirange
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SIMULATIONFACILITY AND EQUIPMENT

The simulation facility incorporated four separate pieces of equipment:
a digital computer, a simulated general aviation aircraft cockpit, a visual
landing display system (VLDS), and an oculometer system.

Computer

All components of the real-time siFulation were linked by a Control
Data Cybe_ 175 computer operating at 32 iterations per second. The main
program controlled the flow of calculations and real-time sequencing. Sub-
programs included equations of motion, aerodynamics, power plant, landing
gear and braking, navigation aids (including VORand ILS in the Atlanta,
Georgia area), VLDS drive signals, visibility and ceiling, and data

_ recording. The simulatedairpl_netypifieda single-engine,high-wingGA
_:° airplane.

) Data from the simulationwere recordedon magnetictape for postprocessing.
" Pilot controlinputsand oculometeroutputvalueswere recorded32 times per

,_,_ second (everyiteration). Another20 variablesincludingaircraftposition

I and velocitiesand instrumentreadings,were recordedtwice per second.

iii Cockpit

The fixed-basesimulatorcockpit (fig. 1) was arrangedso that it could
.... be operatedeitheras a singleor twin engine airplane,but for this study

a single engineconfigurationwas used. Flightcontrolsincludedcontrol
_ wheel and column with a hydraulically-driven force-feel system, rudder

_ I pedals, throttle, and a switch for electrically operated flaps. Trim controls
' were provide(] for pitch and roll. Audio cues were provided for engine and
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j ) airstream noises. Reference 4 presents a more complete description of the
simulator and its validation.

• .,,ii :

• .... ".I Flight instruments (fig. 2) were representative of those found in
_,I generalaviationairplanesequippedfor instrumentflight, Dual navigation

.....'i:, and communicationsradiosand transponderwere simulated. Fuel and engine
'_,,,,,ii_ii instrumentswere functional.

":!_ The forwardvisual scene was presentedon a color TV monitorthat was
viewed throug1_-anopticalsystemwhich produceda virtualimage of the
scene focusedat infinity. Total field of view was 36 degreesvertically
by 48 degreeslaterally.-No peripheralscene was provided. Betweenthe
VLDS and the TV monitorthe televisionsignalwas processedby a special
purposevideo mixer which was controlled.bythe computerto fade.out portions
of the pictureas a functionof aircraftpositionand simulatedvisibilii_y
and ceiling. For this study 1 mile visibilityand 76m (250 ft) ceiling
were simulated.

VLDS

i _ The terrainmodel of the VLDS (fig.3) was at a scale of 1:750,which
i_,_:_L_:<=:_i,' provideda visual scene of 13.8 by 4.5 kilometersand a maximumaltitudeof

i_i 0.9 km. A standard 510 line color TV camera was positioned over theI_L_=_-_ terrainmodel in responseto computercommandsso that the opticalhead

......" systemwas at the scaledpositionof the aircraft. The opticalheed rotatedin!;i_i_i_L pitch, roll, and yaw to present the changing angular relationships that the
½-_ pilot would see out the window. Reference5 presentsa detaileddescription

i !ii_i_ of the VLDS and it_ capabilities.

i i_Li Oculometer

_-,_,:_ There are two primaryoculometersubsystems: the electro-opticaland
_'_'",_ the signalprocessing. A filteredincandescentlamp in the electro-optical

systemgeneratesa beam of red light which,is directedtowardthe subject's
eye. Reflectionsfrom the eye pass througha beamsplitterto an infrared-
sensitiveTV camera. The high reflectivityof the human retinafor infrared
leads to a backlightingof the pupil,so that the camera sees the pupil of
the eye as a bright,circulararea (fig.4). It also sees a small bright
spot due to reflectionat the cornealsurface. The relativepositionsof

/.,_' the centerof the pupil and the cornealreflectiondepend on the angle o-F
......._ rotationof the eyeballwith respectto the infraredbeam. The signal

processingunit operateson the signal from the TV camera to computethis
angle of rotationand the coordinatesof the lookpointon, for instance,an

.!'."_Y instrument panel. The output of the signal processor is a set Of calibrated
._.._.. analog signals representing the subject's lookpoint coordinates and pupil

diameter.
'_,-:

2L_._ These analog signals were sent to the computer where they were digitized
........ and recorded. Reference 6 presents a more detailed description of the

. oculometer system.

3
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, .....i TESTS
? -

,._ Three pilotsflew nine differentflightmaneuvers(runs)in the GA
simulator. Each pilot flew each run three times. The runs were chosen to
representthose which might occur during parts of a flight,and which taken
toc1e'her,could representa flightprofile. This approachis consistent
with the TimelineAnalysisProgram(ref. 3) which is a time-motionmodel
of the pilot'sactivitiesduringa GA IFR flight. Another reasonfor this
approachis to permitcorrelationof visual scanningbehaviorwith specific
fl:ghtactivity. The nine maneuvers(runs)flown are listed in Table i. As
shown in Table 1, most of the runs .,'eredividedinto phases,determinedeither
by pilot calloutor computerreadu_t. This divisionwas useful for analyzing
specificportionsof a run which had unique flightconditionsor pilot tasl's.

Runs I-6

Runs I-6 involvedstraighLand level flight (S&L),climbs,descents,and
' turns. All runs began at 914m (3000 ft) altitude and 91 knots (105 mph)

:;_!_ airspeed. Becauseof the assumed76m (250 ft) ceiling,the visual scene
_,I_ was washed out as if by fog or clouds, so all maneuvers were performed on

Instruments. Climbs and descents involved 305m (I000 ft) altitude change;
pilots were instructed to perform-them in their usual manner. The climb
and descent (runs 2 and 5) were divided into three phases: (I) beginning
climb (descent); (2) stabilized climb (descent); and (3) level off. Runs 3, 4
and 6 involved standard rate turns (3 deg/sec) through 180 deg. heading change.
Pilots were instructed to make callouts at predesignated conditions, as shown
in Table I.

Run 7

The VORnavigation task was similar to the level turn task (run 4)
except that a 30o heading change was made to intercept the radial of a
simulated VORbeacon. The pilot made callouts when he intersected the radial
and when he was tracking satisfactorily.

Run 8

• Run 8 was a holdingpatternnear a simulatedintersectionas illustrated
in figure5. The intersectionwas definedby the NorcrossVOR 2540 radial
and the AtlantaVOR 3600 radial. The run began with the airplaneoutbound
on the 3600 radial and recordingbegan when the airplanecrossedthe inter-
section,and ended after completingthe pattern. Altitudewas 914m (3DO0ft)
so the pilot had to rely on instrumentsand stopwatchto fly the pattern.

4
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.,_ _ Run 9

.... ;I'l Run 9 began with the airplane at 853m (2300 ft) altitude on a heading
/;!- of 1200, preparing to intercept the ILS localizer for runway 8 at the
,'_ - Hartsfield International Ai_"port in Atlanta, Georgia (fig. 5). The run

was recorded fronl intercepting the localizer until touchdown. During phase
97 the pilet transitioned fronl instruments to the outside scene as the airplane
de_,cendedbelow the 76m (250 ft) ceiling.

/;_ii:/ PILOTS

Three instrumentrated pilots participatedin the study. Their flying
experience,which is summarizedin Table 2, ranged from minimalto extensive.
Each pilot flew each of the nine test maneuversthree times.

' TABLE2

,,p Backgroundof Subjects

,',,,

Pilot A B C

....,__:_ Years flyingexperience 3 12 36

Total no. of hours 225 1700 2300

--• Rating:

private W ¢ /

" : _ commerci aI v' v'

_ _) instrument / / v_

}_)i. si ngl e-engi ne / / Vmulti-engine e' _/

instructor v' /
?

,o, No. of IFR flight hours 18 230 280
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, ::: _ IUtlA ANALYSIS

" :' Method oi Analysis

' L The larrle amount of data recorded makes extensive analysis possible
However, an important feature of tilis study was the c'se of the oculometer to
measure the pilot's scan pattern, so the analysis concentrated on these data.
The following analysis was perfor,ied on the data from each run and phase:

I. Computation of instrument-to-instrument probability transitiun
matrices. The elements of these matrices provide a measure of the probability
of transitioning from one instrument to another and the probability of
remaining on the same instrument. A more detailed discussion is provided in
reference 2.

2. Computation of the frequency distribution of dwell time (duration of
fixation), including mean and quartiles (intervals containing one-fourth of

' the frequency distribution) for each instrument.

' ,, ::,,j,_ 3. Computation of the frequency distribution of duty cycle, as defined
_;!"_I below. Duty cycle was included in the data analysis as part of a continued
o _<!,,il, effort to develop parameters for relating and predicting visual performance.

: ::i Dwell time and duty cycle are related as follows:

_:_":{_:"'"_I'.'_'_' 1 ' Let n denote the number of fixations on a particular instrument

.:, o! during a phase or run.
, <fH,_:_,,

J-",,_,L,_ 2. Let t i represent the duration (dwell time) of the ith fixation on the
.:_,_,_,-_i i nst r ument.

3. Let y; represent the time from the start of the ith fixation to the

start of the n_xt (i + 1) fixation. Thus, Yi includes the dwell time plus the
time spent looking at other instruments before returning. For n fixations
only n - I values of y are available. In fact, in case of data loss, still
fewer values of y might be available, as discussed in the following section.

The duty cycle for the ith fixation is
t.

1

Yi

and the mean v_lutYlCVCle'. is

i _] (ti/y)and y i ,:i ", oi{:-li -: i i

;,,,;,:._,,

6
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The iilean dwel I time 'is
'_ _ n

,[,;"/"._ and the percent dwell time is
,; !.. nZ
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'_!i:ii!_-!:i_':'1 EffectOf Data Interruption
_?....... OccJsionallythe oculometerwould be unableto determinewhere the pilot

was looking,and the flow of data would be interrupted.

This could happenwhile the eye was closedduring a ';link,if the pilot
F _,"; moved his head so his eye translated out of the pickup volume, if he looked

'_-",_:]_"ii"ii!'_' et a point far outsidethe oculometerfield of view (suchas radiosand
; ....._ flight controls), or because of hardware or software malfunction. Data
_,"_..!_i., analysis following an interruption depended upon the length of the
:_i"__'I i nterrupti on.

"!:I_ I. I-3 iterations- l'fdata was interruptedfor 3/32 sec. or less,

:ii_:ii"_I fixationprocessingpoint),continuedusing the last availablepoint of regard (locationof
L _; 2. 4-II iterations- 4/32 sec. to 11/32 sec. is the time requiredfor
L_.,_ a "blink", so an interruption of this length was assumed to be a blink, and

_i_;.:_I processingresumedusing the last availablepoint of regard.i
3. 12 or more iterations- If the interruptionlasted 12/32 sec. or

!!.IC7_II_.\ longera data error was assumed,and transitionand duty cycle calculationsrestartedwith the next successfultrack.
L.o'I_

,rac  ono,  me oocu o,,,  eri successfully tracked for each run flown. For example, the first replication
• ' of run i by pilot A lasted55.0 seconds. During the run the oculometerwas

trackinqfor 54.1 seconds.
Therewere two situationsin which the oculometercould be tracking,

, i but uncertain of the instrument being regarded. One occurred because the,
_"I oculometer field of view was slightly larger than the instrument boundaries,

E
_ so it would maintaintrack for a short time when the pilot startedto lookLI

! away. The secondoccurredbecauseof a criterionin postprocessing
that requiredthree or more consecutiveiterations(.I sec.) on the same
instrumentto be countedas a "dwell";when only one or two iterations
occurredit was assumedto resultfrom samplingduring a transitipnbetween
instruments. Table 4 presentsthe percentof iterationsin track in which
a dwell on an instrument was determined. Pilot B's data from run 9 was not

I,

I

' - " .,.2 .:_



_' au,llv,'.(__cl, L)ecause of a calibration error which was found after the study was

I. completed.

RESULTS

Percent Time on Instrument

Table 5 presents the percent time on instruments found for each task.
The data are averaged over all three runs for the three pilots, except
for run 9 (pilot B omitted). A dash (-) in Table 5 signifies that no
fixation occurred; a zero (0) indicates that the percent of time on instru-
ment was less than .05 percent.

TILe pilot never looked at the tachometer in any of the runs (Table I).
The ADF, marker beacon, and DMEwere used little because none of the runs
required the pilot to obtain information from these instruments. Run 8
required two VORindicators to determine the itersection for initiating the
holding pattern; VOR2 was not needed in other runs. The altimeter and rate-

' of-climb indicator (IVSI) had moderate usage (4-10 percent and I-3 percent,
respectively) in all runs with no obvious trends of usage.

The out-the-window scene was presented only in phase 97 of run 9, so
the percent of time shown in Table 5 may be misleading. The total accumulated
time looking out the window was'21.8 seconds of the 1356 seconds in run 9
(I 6 percent). However, 20.9 seconds occurred during 36.0 seconds of phase 97.

The artificial horizon and directional gyro were located directly in front
of the pilot, and he spent much of the time looking at them in all runs. The
other three instruments--airspeed, turn and bank indicator, and VOR1--had
small to moderate usage, depending upon the task flown. Runs 7, 8, and 9
involved tracking a VORradial or ILS signal, and VORI was used extensively
only in these runs. Runs3, 4, 6 and 8 involved heading changes and standard
rate turns, so the turn and bank indicator was used extensively in these runs
and very little in others. The airspeed indicator was used in all runs, with
higherusage in runs 2, 3, 5, and 6 which involvedcontrollingairspeedduring
a climb or descent. The instrumentscan patternsused by the pilots are dis-
cussed in a later section.

ILS Approach (Run 9)

The simulated ILS approach task (run 9) was analyzed first, because this
is one of the most critical areas of aviation operations. The runs were
analyzed in two parts - tracking the glide slope (phases 95 and 96), and
intercepting the localizef and glide slope (phases 91-93). Phase 97,
approach to touchdown, was omitted because much of the phase was flown looking
out the window instead of at the instruments.



i_ _,:::,,__ Tra.nq i_).ion M,_tr ix

_.. k l',Ible6 pre::;(,nts:the probability tr,_r,sit.ionmatrices for pilots A and
i-.,;.: i C in l_haces 95 and 96, and the ,lean dwell time in seconds The transition

;.'.:.._:I matrico.s 4r(, based on the time on in.struments, and are averaged ovr, r the
three replications. Matrix element aij represents the probability that tile

:_:."!/_i"_: pil(vt,will chanqe his l_ointof re!lardfrom the instrument illrow i to the
instrument in column j. For example, table 6 shows that the probal_ilityof
transitioning from the artifical horizon to the directional gyro is .013.
The column sum is the percent of run time spent looking at the instrument.
Table 6 shows t.hatonly a small percent of time was spent on the airspeed
indicator and altimeter. The pilots spent over 90 percent of the time on three
instruments: the artificial horizon, the directional gyro (HSI), and VOR #I,
which displayed localizer and glide slope error.

The instrument panel arrangement in the simulator was consistent with the
general practice of grouping major flight instrunlentsin a "T" pattern
(reference 7). However, the VOR indicator was outside this group• In more
sophisticated avionics the course deviation information is often combined in

' the attitude indicator or horizontal situation indicator. Investigation of
the effect of moving the ILS and glide slope information (VOR #I) to a

.-'J "better" location was beyond the scope of this study.

Table 7 presents the. probability transition matrix and mean dwell time
for pilots A and C in phases 91-93. Despite the differences in task, the
transition matrix in Table 7 is very similiar to the m,atrix for phases °5-96
in Table 6. The artificial horizon, directional gyro and VOR indicator were
still the dominant instruments.

I_i_s_toqr ares

To try to get a better understanding of the pilots' scanning behavior, the
dwell time and duty cycle data for the directional gyro, artificial horizon,
and VOR/ILS indicator were examined in more detail. Initial analysis concen-
trated on pilot C in phases 95 and 96.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of dwell time occurrences for the direc-
tional gyro in phases 95-96. The distribution appears to be bimodal, with one
mode at 3-5 iterations (.I - .2 sec) and another mode at 15-25 iterations
(.5 - .8 sec). It seems reasonable that at the second mode the pilot would
have sufficient time to assimilate data, but the first mode with the very
short dwell times is puzzling. One hypothesis is that the first mode does not
involve data transfer, but is an artifact resulting from the directional
qyro being at the center of the pilot's scan pattern. If true, then (I) it
gives an indication of the center of the pilot's scan pattern, (2) other
instr_m_ent_ ,_hould not show the mode at short dwell time, and (3) the data in
the first mu,leL_uld I)e omitted in analyzinq data transfer. Omittinq the
shr_rt (I _"s than 10 iterations) dv_ell t" _C.3 IIII(..._the data had .25, .50, and .75 per-

IL_ ,:_ntq'4,:'_rl:ilc, s at:

" [:!

i J,,

, , , , .., )
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....'i.'.'._i 1!_qu,_rt.ile --( 7_I'.:_ec:)

i_ lhiI_, dt!si_i_'.e the data'_, lack of fl_rm and the c_c(:_:_sional long dwell times, the

).. li_a,i_rity of the dwell times on the directional gyro fell in a relatively ._:mall

i nlLerv,l I.

Figure 7 shows the distribution nf dwell time for the artificial horizon
and the VOR instrument. Neither distribution shows the large occurrence of
short, dwell times seen with the directional gyro (fig. 6). Therefore, in
analyzing these duty cycles, all of the data were used.

Figure _ shows the duty cycle data for the directional gyro in phases
95-!)6. Each point represents a look at the instrument by pilot C. Tile only
obvious pattern is a relatively large number of occurrences at short dwell
times. These correspond to the peak at short dwell times in figure 6.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of the duty cycle data with dwell times
less than .3 second (10 iterations) omitted. Figure 9 is interesting in that
it resembles a normal distribution except for the lack of a tail on the left
side. If the duty cycle data were distributed normally, then it might provide

_._.t another basis for examining and predicting visual scan characteristics.

Figure 10 shows the same distribution plotted on probability paper.
°/¢'""_ If the distribution were normal, the histogram would plot as a straight line.

Fi.qure 10 is straight over much of the histogram indicating the duty cycle
distribution may be approximated by a normal population with mean u and

standard deviation _. The mean is estimated by the median X 50 since the mean
and median of a normal distribution are equal. In figure 10"

I_ --- X.50 = .505.

The standard deviation is estimated by relating the duty cycle variable
X to a standard normal variable Z, having mean zero and standard deviation

_' )'}

.,._ of one. The values of X and Z corresponding to a cumulative probability p

.. are denoted Xp and Zp, respectively, and are related by

ii::. The cumulative probability p is the area under the standard normal curvefrom ..... to Zp, and is available in statistical tables (ref. 8, 9). At any

• selected,,.................cumulatiVexpzp_!' probability, Zp can be used to compute ,_ by

;ii•



For e×allli}I(!_ 4(} l_ercent of the area under the normal curve lies between
Z 5(_ __0 arld Z 90 = 1.283. From figure i0, 40 percent of the duty cyclf;

population lies Between X 50 = lJ -= .505 and _.90 = 710• Therefore,

Z = 1.283 : X-9-O---H :..... ('710" ' 505 )
,90 _ (_

and

•205
o = 1.283 .160

Figure 11 shows the duty cycle histograms for the artificial horizon and
the VORindicator, plotted on probability paper• Both curves show a straight-
line fit for the data over much of the histogram, but over a smaller range than
for the directional gyro in figure I0. This suggestsa normal distribution, but
probably a poorer fit than the directional gyro data.

The next step was to examine the duty cycle data (I) for the same pilot
performing a different task, and (2) a different pilot.

Figure 12 shows the duty cycle histograms for pilot C in phases 91-93
(intercepting the localizer and glide slope)• Figure 12 shows essentially the
same trends as figures 10-11, indicating that the duty cycle values might be
approximated over much of the range by a normal curve centered at the median•

The duty cycle data for pilot A was analyzed next. Figu;'es 13 and 14
show the duty cycle histograms for pilot A in phases 95-96 and 91-93,
respectively. The curves are similar to figures 10-12 for pilot C, each having
a region of linearity with nonlinearity near the ends. The requirement that all
duty cycle data must lie in the interval 0.-I.0 forces the curves to be non-
linear at both ends. This corresponds to cutting off the tail of the normal
curve. Also, if the median is large or small the duty cycle distribution will
be skewed, resulting in a poor approximation to a normal curve.

Duty Cycle Summary

Since figures 10-12 suggest a normal distribution for some of the duty
cycle data, a chi-square goodness of fit test (reference 8) was made to test the
hypothesis that a normal curve approximates the duty cycle distribution• The

value of X2 is computed as

k

X2 = _ ej)2/ej
j=l (oj-

Ii
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i wl_('r(. ,_. i', I1_. _,l_'._,_'v('d (_,>',l_l'iuleTil:,_l) Frc,(lUency , e. is the expectL, d• ,I ' J
_, (l:h_mr,,i i(,ll) l:r_'_ltJ_mcY, N ]'_ the total Frequency, andl

' i: N•t.,-_ I i

[r l.lv.,(l,_i,l,_(:I._l,_Il.y('()m('Ir()ma _lormaldist:ribul:-ion,then theoretical X

]'.._:_'_ (I-i_,i:;'it,i;i_,_ i'; (_ll(_w('d wit.l_ (I"-3) de!trees (_f freedom, where K is the number

F:..,_,_,....,_ ,,,., , ,,.L. (i,, '''''v''l:')''F'(''I i'' (:Oml._Utir,!] X2. 2
T(.,stinq ,_t: t.I_._ .05 si!Inificance level, with critical value X.05, the

hVI_nthesis, of nnrm,,l distribution of the data would be rejected if X2 > X.052•

Table P.,summarizes the duty cycle data for both pilots in both tasks
(phases _-)1-93 and 95-96). In all cases the duty cycle data for the directional
fIyr,_ agpeared i:o correlate with a normal distribution with mean p and
c,,I. • I •.,_.anda_d (_ev_ation _. The hypothesis of normality was generally rejected for|

the oi:her two instruments, probably because of skewness in the distribution.

_:_"'_ _n addition to the distribution of the duty cycle data, its consistency

- (or inconsistent,/) is important. Table 8 shows that for the artificial horizon

i_ .. and.,.,_ _i"he,_Hirectional gyro the duty cycle di stri bution (_ and_)was essential ly

,.n..... m.. in bo::Ii phases for pilot A. The duty cycle distribution was also the
same in both phases for pilot C. However, the statistics were different
).tw,._n 1:he ,.._o _._ilots suggesting that the pilots scanned the instruments
di f fe,-_mi;l y.

The median c.vcle for the VOR/ILS indicator was different between pilots
and r.R:.;!,s (phases). This is reasonable becausc the indicator was used
dif-feren;:ly in the two tasks--for lateral (localizer) guidance in phases 91-93,

!!!_ and Fqr lateral and vertical (glide slope) guidance in phases 95-96.

I Duty cycle, then, shows characteristics desirable in a scanning behavior

metric--an appreciaI_le change with different scan patterns, an appreciable
_;!..._,3ev,ii:h chanfle in visual task, and consistency with a repeated task.

.1. 1" -- I t_la,_l.s 9 and 10 present the mean and quartiles of dwell (fixation) time for

: iI I_ each _ilri._ l,qse,, on the dwell times which occurred as part of a duty cycle.
lahl,-__ '._ .bows i-.he Ha[a for phases 91-93; Table I0 shows the data for .phases
'_,'.i-%. r;_., i:-_,:l_nP_,::,,_, ADF, and window are omit-ted from the tables because

:' { __")"{";:___'_" ' ' _"I._"_." It'I''' '''1 "_I: I;l_('m at. any time. Quartile data is presented for those

_"Jl ir_;:r_m_,:_;::; i_._,/i_q ;_t l_ast. !2 duty cycle occurrences. When a duty cycle was,.... o in:_,;',_ ;. _! l,.v i.I_e _._culometer losing track, the l)ostprocessing program would

o¢.



l)well Time and Duty Cycle in Runs i-8

Table t2 suNimarizes the dwell time and duty cycle data for all three pilots
. in runs I-_. The table generally shews consistency between runs in both dwell

- time and duty cycle In lllOSl cases the median dwell tinle and the mean dwell,' C'

, time are close, with the mean dwell time hein_l larger because of the occasional
(x:(:_irrenceof long dwell times. In the case of the artificial horizon, the
(liiIer(,nce_.endst.ohe about 0.3 second. As indicated by the quartile data,

._o_....I ow,r ,!bl_e:',:entof all t:helooks at the artificial horizon last.ed...overone
.. second, l-_w(,x,unple,in run I, 67 of the 224 dwell occurrencesl-as'_edover one

.:<,o_ _;e(oml_ ,lHd ?? t)l_ ILht!se07 last.edover Lwo secoll(Js.It seems reasonable that

,S:L: l_i_.chand r(_IIat:t:itudecould he checked quickly, but a longer fixation period
........: <.. w(mld he necessary t:odel:er,rinethe rai:eof c)langeof attitude. Work is

_,_#: l_r(is','nt,ly underway i-.nrelate _ca.ming data to nlanualactivities.

-" i:_i'i Fher_,is no aI:parentcorr(<latioI_in Table 12 between dwell time and duty
"i' /'i

[ ..ii%_ cy(:le. Ihey slmw diFFerent aslm(:tsof tilevisual scan process. Together they
'I_ __l,_y pr(lV/id() in,;i!lht in(.o the pilot's information requirements. It appears

;";;;-"_',<"ii re,,,.,oliahle l:hal: dw<,il 1,line is an imticatc)r of the time required to extract
- inFormati(m from an instruiu(mt. This is cm_sistent with the relatively short

= ,._:.._x._ (lwelltimes For the ,i,li'kerbeaccm indicator light and the IVSI, and the longer
dwell time for the turn end hank indicator and the altimeter. If this is true,

-.<_"') l;hen (tlity c,vcle IIIdy be an indicator of how of'ten it. p.ilotneeds the information.
- :. The low dlll-y cycle For the airspee(t ii_dicator and IVSI in table 12 suggests a

"_ 10W ,;aillpl ii1{1 tr('illl(m<LV (relal:ivi'ly loli{l i;illie between fixations) for these

_'+_::_ iil,;l.l'illli('nls. ](I{l('[ht'i', dwell tillll, all(I (luty (:.yt:le lllay both provide useful data

_:.,, I()l' :l,,vc, l()llill(I ilia l hl,lll, i |. i ca 1 illo(h,1 <; of I_i 1o1. r.,Cdlllli n{l behavior.

' SCdll I'al l(,l'n

[tie l,rol,,_l_il i l.y ti'dn!_forulal ion iIidlrl× Call ln'ovi(h' insi{lht into the pilot's
vis_i,il,;c,_HI_ai.l('ru.II.i_ lr('(llleully,_';Imi('(lthat a pilot will use a sequen-

. l.l,iI ilr, lrlml(,lll. ,,can I_altern--I(ml.tiil(1 all ,:;everdl inslrtllUents before returning to
lll(, (iri(liii,il ili' ll'llilliml. Ih_w_,vi,r, I_r(,vinll,; ,;l.li(lie.s (ref. ?, G, ]0) of scan

_;. 13
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':.i. 1_

i'- _ pattm'n'_duriu_ ,_iululat(,clalq_V'oachcmin ccmmlcwc:ial,,.irurat'tindicatedthat
.......?..._,. piluts tt,n(h,dtu "hollle" oil (llleill._t:_'tll!tont,alld t.h(,ntransitiondirectlybet.woell
.. I lhL,"hume"I,o'_it.iut,aud ,ululhov ilISl.t'llltIOlll,l'at!lev t.hallSCalIIliIlq S_2vel'_ll

..... ....... . i ltg t.l'tlllR'llt S be (ol'e uet.llI'lli llq,

, ,-,,+,e_:_I++

: fable ].,_++i+t,sellt._;a lot'litill+ the triln+;itionlilat.t+J×fOl' trills I-t{. The
m,ltrixi,;in terms of total tltlllitleI'or occtlt'l'Otlcesrat.herthan transit-,loll
prtd,,xt+i!it.y,as was presentedin Tables6 and 7. The probabilitytransition
matrix can be obtained by dividin_.l t.he matrix by the total number of intervals
(t' '"' l). A val on._.,.._for run ue the nlain dia_lonalrepresents the total llLllllb('g_

el t/:+?, second intervalsin which the.pilot viewed the particularinstrument,
in all nine replications(threeby each pilot). The off-diagonalterms are the
ntm_berof transitionsfrom the instrumentindicatedat the side of the matrix,
to the instrumentindicatedat the top. For example,Table 20a shows 152
transitionsfrom the directionalgyro to the artificialhorizonin run I, and
147 transitionsfrom the artificialhorizonto the directionalgyro.

Table 20 shows two importantcharacteristics.First,a high percentageof
the transitionswere either to or from the artificialhorizon. This was 44B of
the 584 transitionsin run I (Table20a). This indicatesthat the pilots used

' the artificial horizonas "honle" and tha L.most transitions were to one instru-
ment and then back. Second, the transpose elenlents of the matrix tend to be
(,qual showing no obvious pattern for a sequence of transitions Occasionally

.:.!_Z._' two or more instrumentswere scannedbefore the pilot returnedto the artificial
_ .t,/ii_,',i horizon, but there was no discerniblepattern.

+}"'" j This result, sug.qests tl_at a more efficient presentation might combine the
-+::i information to be present:ed into fewer instrtmle.nts This could increase the

,._._i: dwol1 time, because the pi 1ot mi!lht need inore time to ass imi l ate the informa-t.ion, but fewer transitions would be required° so the duty cycle might actually
decrease. This will be tested in future ._imulation studies.

,>

_ ' 'I CONCLUDINGRI!hIARKS

_i A simulation _f tasks associated with sim.lle pilot general aviation flight

under iustrument flight rules has been conducted as a baseline for future
r_,search studies on advanced fli_lht controls and avionics. During the

.:_... _,imulatiot_ the pilot's visual scan pat:tern including point of regard was
im,a:,ured and recorded. Aual.ysis of the visual scan data indicates:

!. ' U:

|. Kxcept for the artificial horizon, located directly in front of the
: .Jl. pilot, the numbt,r of occtn'rences of dwell ("looks")_ and the dwell time

' " (duratit+ll) were consist.ent with tasks if+formation requirell;ent.s, and appear
": _'t,]att,d i.t_ the, t.inte reqtlil'od tO assimilate data f1'oill all instrument.

'- 2. A sec_,_d parameter, duty cyt'le, was inw, st.i!lated for the first time in
++,.. this t,tutl.V. I.ik_, dwell time, _t. tended iu be ..lii"fereni: between i:+struments but
: t-tm?,isitmt, l+t+lwt,tmruns. Statistit'al ,tnnlvsis. indicated that s,k{wn{.,,,ss prevented

' . t hi, thlty cyt'l t' d i s t.+'ibuti on for an i nsi.run+t,nt froln al+I+rt+ximatiml a nm'mal

1,1
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,_. ilwell I ilnt, and _luty (_(1_' I{_!l{'l.h{'l' lli_ly llr(wi(le ,ul indJ(:,it.i(m (d
'_I' i tl'_l l'lllq_'IIl '_,I111l_J i ll!I _hlt',l I i{}ll ,lll(l I I'PLIIIOIII'y, whi {:h lll,ly lll_ Ll.S(_lll J III III(1(J(_IJ ll!I

' 'i VI',Lhll ,,_allllintl l_t,h,_vi_l'.

t ,'1. /\n,1I.y_ i", _ f the, I _',_11_i I ion_ l_(,I.ween in._ [.i'lllllOP.lis slmwed Lhnt I_i lot.s
! I_,n_h,_l I_ tr,_n,_ititm lrom ,_ prinlar.y n,_t.rum_mt. (the arLificial horizon) to
I ,Itl_tIlol'ill%tl'lllll_'ll[,llld|h_'ll1'ui.Ill'll,1',l(.hof[:Jl,llls('_lllIlill_}_I soqtlO.llCeof
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Table 9. - Dwell Time Data For Phases 91-93

+!

Instrument Marker BCN. Altime_erl Art. Horiz Airspee_ IVSl
Pilot A C A ; i A C A C/ A C

i) + ..... I ......... ! -- +

Mean (sec.) " .50i .rB3I .83 .49 .35 I .24 .21

.25 Quartile (counts) i_ 9 13 8 I 14i - I

.75 Quartile (counts) ! 21 28 19 1 I19
Median (counts)' 16 19 13 , 16

i I
Median (sac.) .50 .59 .41 I .19

' hI
, No. of Occurrences 0 0 17 14 163 92 8 i 0 _

, II I , p , , ,.+ , ,

:,__, ,,_+'. ,

I

Instrument Dir. Gyro* Turn & 3ankl VOR 1 DME VOR2

Pilot A C A " A C A C A C
p , , , ,

Mean (sec.) .61 .82 .191 .511 .62 .13 .1 ,
I

i_, +_ .25 Quartile (counts 14 17 ii 12 3

.75 Quartile (counts 22 26 21 22 4 _l
I

Median (counts) 17 22 14 16 4
t

J

Median (sec.) .5', .69 ' .44 I .50 .1 ,

No. of Occurrences 118 55 i 5 I0 p2 . 52 5 23 0 ,0,,+ i I i , I ._

* ,+,9omitted.
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• Table 10. - Dwell Time Data For Phases 95-96
,"7,' , I.,

.i.. Instrument Marker BCN. Altimeter Art. Horiz. Airspeed IVSl

_'"!_ Pilot A C A C A C A C A C

Mean (sec.) i .14 .5E .38 .861 .43 .4._ .53 .301 .30 1

.25 Quartile (counts 6 13 I 8

.75 Quartile (counts 16 39 I18

Median (counts) 9 19 III

i 7 '

Median (sec.) .28 .591 .34 i

, No. of Occurrences 0 12 22 :158 1185 2 I 3 Iii
t , , I

Instrument Dir. Gyro turn & Bank VORI DME VOR2 1

IPilot A C A C A C A C A C

Mean (sec.) .6z .71 .14 .50 .56 .ii .i C .09
J

.25 Quartile (coun ts) 14 16 12 I0 3

.75 Quartile (counts 24 25 19 23 6

_".i Median (counts) 18 71 16 17 5

,I Hedian (sec.) .5( .66 .50 .53 .I{

l No. of Occurrences I18 105 6 .0 67 97 3 33 2 0
,i" J'"

il' 26 I
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Figure].3.- Cumulativefrequencydistributionofdutycycle,
PilotA, phases95-96.




